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The nation in social practice II
Language, education and the Catholic Church

The language question

Many writers argue that language is one of the distinguishing aspects of a
nation. Eugene Hammel, for instance, suggested that in the Balkans, linguistic
and religious identification are the primary sources of nationality.1 Attempts to
form a codified language for the Southern Slavs were a cornerstone of the
Illyrian movement in the nineteenth century and both Yugoslav states tried to
enforce a standardised state language as a means of avoiding the potentially
fractious nature of the national language question.2 The significance attached to
the unifying aspects of a common Southern Slavic language provoked a reaction
among Croatian nationalists in the Yugoslav era. Challenges to the idea of a
common South Slavic language was a key component of the Croatian move-
ments in the 1960s, 1970s and 1990s. For nationalist activists, ‘the Croatian
standard language is for the Croatian nation, just as any other standard langu-
ages are for other nations. Croatians do not have any other standard language.
The rights of a certain language cannot be determined by the fact that it is more
or less similar, completely dissimilar or very similar to some other language.’3

Because of the perceived importance of language in framing national
identity, the language question not only dominated political debate during the
Yugoslav period but also continued to create controversy in independent
Croatia. In the early 1990s, Vjesnik ran a campaign complaining about the
proliferation of English names among new businesses in Zagreb. This campaign
was taken up by a HDZ representative in the Sabor who proposed a law
stipulating that new firms had to be given Croatian names. The representative
commented that such legislation was vital in order to protect the ignorant
visitor to Zagreb, who, upon seeing all the English names in shop windows,
would mistake the Croatian metropolis for some other world centre such as
London or New York.4
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The first systematic attempt to codify a ‘pure’ Croatian standard language
in modern times was carried out by the Usta°a. One of the most significant
linguistic changes in this period was the production of an etymological
orthography that replaced the phonetic orthography pioneered by the Serbian
nationalist linguist Vuk Stefanoviç Karad¥iç.5 The NDH’s Office of Propaganda
attempted to purge the Croatian language of Serbian words by publishing a list
of words that were forbidden. Anybody found using these words could be
prosecuted as a criminal.6 Another strategy that the fascists deployed, which was
resurrected in the 1990s, was the production of dictionaries designed to show
the differences between Croatian and Serbian words. Academics such as Guber-
ina and Krstiç produced lists of words that were different in the two languages,
resurrecting many words that had been supplanted by ‘Serbian-isms’ after the
formation of Yugoslavia.7

Throughout the socialist Yugoslav era the language question caused conflict
between elites in Zagreb and Belgrade. The 1948 Yugoslav constitution recog-
nised ‘the equality of all languages’ but did not resolve the problem because the
languages that were recognised were not named.8 Many communist and Serbian
writers, such as Jovan Skerliç, argued for the complete unification of Serbian
and Croatian languages, while most Croatian intellectuals argued for the recogni-
tion of Serbian and Croatian as distinct and equal languages.9 There were four
distinct periods in this debate: the 1954 Novi Sad Agreement, which established
the Serbo-Croatian/Croato-Serbian language; the 1967 declaration of Croatian
intellectuals renouncing the Novi Sad Agreement; the 1971 uprising and 1974
constitution; and the shift of emphasis in the 1980s.

In 1954, twenty-five Serbian, Montenegrin and Croatian writers and linguists
met in Novi Sad, capital of Vojvodina. Here, they passed a resolution calling for
the publication of a common Serbo-Croatian/Croato-Serbian dictionary. The
Novi Sad Agreement, which was passed under considerable pressure from the
regime in Belgrade, was meant to determine the rules under which a common
language for Croats and Serbs could be formulated. These rules were to be
based upon the ‡tokavian dialect spoken throughout Serbia and parts of Croatia
(excluding the Zagreb region, Istria and Dalmatia).10 For many Croatian writers,
the endeavour to create a common language for the Southern Slavs represented
little more than a pretext for the propagation of the Serbian language in non-
Serbian-speaking regions.11 As a result of the Novi Sad Agreement, Matica Srpska
and Matica Hrvatska, the leading cultural institutions in Serbia and Croatia at
that time, jointly published an orthographic dictionary in 1960. While the
various volumes of this dictionary were widely praised by party cadres and
intellectuals across Yugoslavia, by the mid-1960s they were criticised by many
Croatian intellectuals.12 According to Ljudevit Jonke, for example, the first three
volumes of the dictionary revealed a preference for the ‘eastern variant’ (Serbian)
over the ‘western variant’ (Croatian) in cases where there were substantial
differences. As a result, Matica Hrvatska pulled out of the joint venture and
subsequent volumes were published in Novi Sad by Matica Srpska and became
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increasingly ‘eastern’ in orientation.13 At the same time, other Croatian linguists
such as Dalibor Brozoviç were abandoning the Yugoslav norm of describing the
Southern Slavic language as consisting of two variants by identifying a separate
‘Croatian language’. This language, Brozoviç argued, was the language of the
Croatian people and not the language of the inhabitants of the Socialist
Republic of Croatia.14 During the ‘Croatian Spring’ in 1971, Brozoviç published
his ‘ten theses of the Croatian language’, which argued that there was a distinct
Croatian literary tradition and language.

Discontent about the status of the Croatian language within Yugoslavia and
the way it was defined and circumscribed by the Novi Sad Agreement was
brought together in the ‘Declaration concerning the name and position of the
Croatian literary language’, published in 1967. Signed by Matica Hrvatska, the
PEN club of Croatia (a writers’ club), departments in Croatian branches of the
Yugoslav Academy of Arts and Sciences, research centres in the Universities of
Zagreb and Zadar, and the internationally renowned writer Miroslav Krle¥a,
this declaration represented a direct attack on the Belgrade government’s
language policy.15 It insisted that ‘among these attributes, the national name of
the language spoken by the Croatian nation is of paramount importance,
because it is the inalienable right of every people to call its language by its own
national name, irrespective of whether in a philological sense this language is
shared in its entirety or through a separate variant by another people’.16

The declaration insisted that Croats had a constitutional right to their own
language but that this right was being eroded by continual efforts to unify the
Croatian and Serbian languages. As if this was not bad enough, it insisted that
the new standard language was a reconstituted Serbian tongue. To halt this
‘fuzziness’, the signatories called upon the central authorities to recognise the
existence of four literary languages in Yugoslavia: Slovenian, Croatian, Mace-
donian and Serbian.17 This declaration marked the most overt and direct
challenge to Belgrade in the ‘Croatian Spring’ uprising. Thus the language issue
became one of the most heavily politicised and nationalised subjects in
Yugoslav Croatia.

In line with an oft-repeated tactic employed by Tito, the propagators of
these national linguistic demands were purged from their positions in society,
while at the same time many of their demands were granted. The 1974
constitution guaranteed ‘the right to belong to a nation or nationality, to
express their national culture, and to use freely their language’.18 In socialist
Croatia’s new constitution, which accompanied the new federal constitution,
there were several references to a specifically Croatian language. Article 138 of
that constitution stated that, ‘in the Socialist Republic of Croatia there is in
official use the Croatian literary language’.19 This legal framework also allowed
the Serbian people in Croatia to use their own language. Not only did the 1974
constitution confirm the existence of a Croatian language, it also stipulated that
this language was different from Serbian. This led the Zagreb-based linguistic
journal, Jezik, to conclude that:
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In light of the fact that the Croatian literary language has received its constitutional
sanction in both name as a standard linguistic form for Croats and Serbs in Croatia,
as well as equal status with all other languages represented in the Yugoslav federation
of republics, there is now a solid foundation for the Croatian language to develop
itself in accordance with a natural progress and in keeping with its rich heritage.20

Although the constitution identified the existence of a separate language known
as Croatian, the state refrained from sanctioning attempts to codify a standard
Croatian language and the Novi Sad compromise of ‘Serbo-Croatian’ or ‘Croato-
Serbian’ remained the official standard language that was taught in schools.

In the 1980s the decentralising tendencies of the 1974 constitution became
manifest in language politics. This was reflected in the fact that linguistic studies
became ethnically based. One example was a study by Stjepan Sekere° of the
dialects of the northern Baranja region of Croatia. Sekere°’ study contained
separate analyses of the dialects of Serbs and Croats in the region, emphasising
that the disparities were caused by ethnic difference rather than by local village-
to-village differences. According to Greenberg, in the 1960s such a study would
not have distinguished between people according to their ethnicity but rather
according to their geographic place.21 This ‘ethnification’ of language resulted in
the unwritten rule that scholars should only write about their own national
group and in the appropriate national publications.22

By 1991 the language question had become one of the defining issues of the
national question as a whole. There were two key debates about the relationship
between language and national identity. On the one hand there was the question
of whether the Croatian language was distinct from Serbian. On the other hand
there was the issue of what that Croatian language should look like, given that
there has been no generally accepted and widely used Croatian standard language
in recent history. Thus the central issue considered here is the claim to an ancient
linguistic heritage that was distinct from Serbian, and attempts to establish a
new Croatian standard language in the 1990s, which provoked opposition from
those who spoke regional dialects and from linguists who claimed that pure
Croatian standard languages have little to do with the contemporary vernacular.

Dalibor Brozoviç insisted that it was possible to define the Croatian
standard language as ‘an autonomous language, always codified and function-
ally polyvalent, born in the moment in which a nation, aware of its peculiar
identity, started using it as its national linguistic expression within an inter-
national community’.23 These ideas were crystallised in his ‘ten theses’ mentioned
above. Brozoviç argued that the Croatian language was the language used by the
Croatian nation and that the most important manifestation of this language was
the Croatian standard language. This standard language could trace an unin-
terrupted heritage to the Glagolitic writings of the Middle Ages that developed a
‘culturo-linguistic’ structure independently of other linguistic traditions.24

However, one of the major problems that confronted those who tried to codify
a standard Croatian literary language was the extensive linguistic diversity of
Croatian society. Not only were there three quite distinct dialects, discussed
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below, there was also little communication between those attempting to develop a
standard language and those using different vernaculars to communicate.25

The principle claim put forward by those seeking a codified and generally
used standard language in contemporary Croatia was that Croatia had an ancient
and unbroken linguistic heritage, which resulted in the Croatian language being
different from Serbian. Dubravko ‡kiljan, one of the most renowned contem-
porary Croatian linguists, pointed towards a tendency to identify a non-Slavic
heritage. These linguists argued that the Croatian language had its genesis in
Persia and was therefore closer to Persian languages than to Serbian.26 Chris-
topher Spalatin, for example, insisted that the Croatian standard language had
its beginnings in the sixteenth century in the early writings of the Dubrovnik
writers, playwrights and poets. By the eighteenth century, Spalatin argued, the
language had been standardised into a common language through the literary
activity of Franciscan writers. However, Serbian and Yugoslavist linguists, such
as Vuk Stefanoviç Karad¥iç, who believed that by writing a common south
Slavic language they could unite different peoples into one nation, rudely halted
this march to a Croatian standard language.27 Nationalist linguists therefore
accounted for the diversity of Croatian language by suggesting that the natural
course of linguistic development towards a standard had been interrupted by
those who developed and later imposed a South Slavic language, which as we
saw earlier owed more to Serbian than to Croatian linguistic tradition.

The second important argument made by nationally minded contem-
porary Croatian linguists was that the vernacular spoken in Croatia constituted
a specific language that was identifiably different from either the Serbian langu-
age or Serbo-Croatian. According to Celia Hawkesworth, in the 1980s and 1990s
language and nation became treated as synonymous throughout Yugoslavia.
Where there was once one language called ‘Serbo-Croatian’ (or ‘Croato-Serbian’)
there became three languages: Croatian, Serbian and Bosnian. Confronted with
this confusion, speakers of these languages referred to their language simply as
na°ki, which means ‘our language’.28 For Daria Sito Suïiç, the renaming of
languages had little to do with their communicative function and was instead
entirely symbolic. She argued that ‘what matters is not that people can com-
municate and understand each other, but that they can call the language they
speak by different names’.29 However, such views were neither popular nor
widely held. Christopher Spalatin’s views, first put forward in the 1970s,
appeared to be much closer to popular perceptions of language in the 1990s.30

For Spalatin, ‘Croatians feel the distinctiveness of their language’, though he
admitted that the differences between Croatian and Serbian were not the same
as the differences between French and German but were similar to the
differences between Danish and Swedish.31 Because of this closeness, there was a
need to emphasise the differences that had been downplayed by communist
Yugoslavia. As an example, Spalatin pointed to the fact that many Croatian
speakers did not differentiate between the sounds made by ç and ï (see note on
pronunciation on page ix).
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Immediately after independence, scholars gathered around the Institut za
Hrvatski Jezik i Jezikoslovlje (Institute of Croatian Language and Linguistics),
such as Kaïiç, and those at the Miroslav Krle¥a Lexicographical Institute, such as
Kaœiïiç, produced a series of Croatian and Serbian dictionaries that aimed to
demonstrate the extent of difference between the languages. Each page of the
dictionary was organised into two columns. In the first column was the Croatian
word and in the second the corresponding Serbian.32 The effect of this concerted
effort to promote the difference between Serbian and Croatian was that by the
mid-1990s virtually everyone in Croatia referred to their language as Croatian,
though the spoken vernacular had not discernibly changed. Furthermore,
according to Dubravko ‡kiljan, this shift occurred without public debate,
although other linguists such as Ivan Ivas argued that there had in fact been no
resolution to this question. According to Ivas, the case for and against the idea
of a separate Croatian language could be sustained depending upon the socio-
linguistic criteria employed. Thus in strict linguistic terms it could be argued that
Serbian and Croatian are the same language but Ivas argued that this would be
to ignore the socio-political aspects of language, which he insisted were crucial.33

For many Croatian linguists, the attainment of a standard language was
essential for Croatia’s accession to full membership of a world of nations. They
insisted that language was a fundamental part of their national identity and that
the reason why it was still to be fully codified was because the misguided Yugo-
slavists interrupted the language’s natural development. Speculating about the
nurturing of language within an independent Croatia, Spalatin had called upon
future leaders to establish organisations dedicated to the cultivation of Croatian.34

This call was heeded at the end of the 1990s when the two most prestigious
academic institutes in Croatia, Matica Hrvatska and the Miroslav Krle¥a Lexo-
graphical Institute began to codify the Croatian language, and, as we saw earlier,
there was also an institute founded specifically to investigate and promote the
standard Croatian language. In the 1970s Spalatin had insisted that ‘the Croatian
schools must encourage the new generations to accept and nurture the Croatian
standard language with the same love, patriotism and pride as our ancestors
built it for us and bequeathed it to us’.35 As we will see in the next section, this
call was taken up with vigour by the education system in the 1990s.

Although the promotion of the standard Croatian language was endorsed
by most linguists in Croatia, was manifested in the work of institutes and the
influential journal Jezik, and dictated the teaching of Croatian in schools and
universities in the 1990s (see below), some linguists argued that the vernacular
spoken by most Croats did not actually change. According to ‡kiljan, Croatia
was a largely agrarian and illiterate society until quite recently. He argued, there-
fore, that we should not pay too much attention to earlier attempts to codify a
literary language. Such a language was designed for the intellectual and political
elites and had little impact upon the language actually spoken by most Croats.
Likewise in the 1990s, there was little communication between the intellectuals
who supported a standard language and the majority of vernacular speakers.
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Most people did not buy dictionaries and most children spoke their parents’
language rather than the ‘pure’ Croatian standard that they were taught in the
classroom.36

Because of this history of illiteracy, language change did not occur through
the subtle changes over time in literature but rather through the changes of
language instigated by political elites. Dalibor Brozoviç once called upon Croats
to ‘speak as the President [Tuœman] speaks’, because this was the correct
Croatian way to speak. Tuœman was keen to be heard speaking ‘pure Croatian’,
as well as using obscure words that were reputedly ‘old Croatian’. He was also
credited with founding a host of neologisms. For example, a popular joke
contrasted King Zvonimir’s curse that Croatia would not be ruled by one who
spoke the people’s language with the language of Tuœman, which was quite
alien to many Croats. However, the President himself was not entirely immune
to the old ways. In response to Brozoviç’s call, in August 1995 Feral Tribune
conducted a review of the language Tuœman used and highlighted the fre-
quency with which he used ‘Serbian words’.

In August 1995 Vice Vukojeviç, a HDZ representative in the Sabor, pro-
posed two draft parliamentary bills. In the first, Vukojeviç proposed that the
phonetic alphabet be replaced by an etymological one and that 30,000 of the
existing 60–80,000 words be purged from the Croatian language – a proposal
that harked directly back to the language restrictions put in place by the NDH.37

The other draft bill aimed to enforce this by establishing a government office for
the Croatian language. The office would have a policing function so that anyone
found breaking the new language rules could be fined or even imprisoned,
depending on how serious the ‘violation’ was. Although both draft bills were
rejected by the Sabor and were resoundingly condemned by large sections of the
media and most linguists regardless of their political orientation, they were
indicative of the radical Franjoist views of sections of the ruling party.38

While education in Croatia will be dealt with in greater detail later, it is
worth noting here that language teaching changed greatly after 1991. The
Cyrillic alphabet was removed from the curriculum, increasing the estrange-
ment of Serbs and Croats. This produced a common fear among linguists in
Zagreb that in years to come Croatian and Serbian would become different
languages and that communication between Croats and Serbs could become
problematic because of the teaching of a particular type of language in schools.
According to Ivan Ivas, language policy went beyond the simple affirmation of a
Croatian language and the attempt to re-establish Croatian words that were
suppressed by the Yugoslavists.39 There developed what Ivas called a ‘super-
Croatian’ language. This was a language used by nationalist politicians but was
also the language being taught in schools. It included anachronisms and neo-
logisms alongside genuine Croatian words.

For the foreign observer, one of the noticeable things about language
changes in Croatia was the way in which this new language represented a step
back from globalised standard words. For example, the Serbo-Croatian word
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for airport was aerodrom, a word that would be instantly recognisable not only
to English speakers but also to speakers of most European languages. Aerodrom
was replaced by the ‘Croatian’ for airport, zraïna luka. While this is technically
correct, given that zraï means ‘air’ and luka is the Croatian word for a port or
harbour, it seems bizarre that linguists should ‘discover’ an old Croatian word
for airport probably predating the arrival of air transport in Croatia. Interest-
ingly, Croatian–English dictionaries continued to contain an entry for aero-
drom, and according to road signs Zagreb, Split and Dubrovnik still have an
aerodrom, though duty-free shopping bags declare that Zagreb has a zraïna
luka. Another example of this was that the ‘Serbian’ word for football, fudbal,
which was again akin to the German and English words for this sport, was
replaced by the Croatian nogomet. While this was a legitimate and often-used
Croatian word, it is interesting that the word was used to distinguish Croatia
from Serbia. Following a football match in Belgrade between Croatia and
Yugoslavia in 1999, Croatian television proclaimed the ‘victory’ of nogomet over
fudbal. Another example of super-Croatian could be found in the subtle change
of the Croatian word for sport. Prior to the 1990s, the Serbian, Croatian and
Serbo-Croatian word for sport was sport. Croatian linguists agree that sport is a
Croatian word and that there is no ‘old Croatian’ word that has been defiled by
sport. However, for reasons that we can only speculate about, towards the end of
the 1990s Croatian television broadcasts began referring to sport as °port (see
note on pronunciation on p. x). As such, many Croats began to use the word
°port rather than sport, while the Langenscheidt English–Croatian dictionary
insisted that sport was the Croatian word for sport in all its manifestations. The
only explanation was that the new °port sounds similar to the German for
‘sport’ and makes the Croatian sound distinct from the Serbian word.

The standard-bearer of the new Croatian literary language was the linguistic
journal, Jezik. Founded in 1952 as ‘a journal for the cultivation of the Croatian
literary language’, its editor was always considered to be the leader of the
Croatian language movement.40 In 1979 the hardline communist, Stipe ‡uvar
wrote that ‘the militant nationalistic policies advocated by a group of people
around the journal Jezik … cannot and should not influence our scholars and
teachers’.41 In contemporary Croatia, much of what was taught in schools and
universities was based upon research published in Jezik. This research tried to
demonstrate the independence and unity of the Croatian language in all the
fields of linguistics. For example, in phonetics several writers endeavoured to
show that words such as tijelo (body or constitution) and dijete (child) should
be pronounced in two syllables rather than the three prescribed by Serbo-
Croatian grammars.42 As well as work on semantics, the journal also ‘established
the vitality of the suffix in contrast to Serbian linguists’, and ‘flatly refused to
even consider the use of the hyphen’, which was added to some Serbian words.43

Both Dubravko ‡kiljan and Ivan Ivas identified Jezik as the focal point for the
attempt to codify a new Croatian standard language and much of its earlier
work on differentiation came to form part of the language taught in schools.
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There were two principal obstacles in the way of those who wished to codify
a new Croatian standard language in the 1990s. First, as we have seen, there was
little communication between intellectual elites who ‘refused to even consider
the use of the hyphen’ and the majority of people who used the vernacular in
social practice. Furthermore, while nationalist oriented newspapers such as
Vjesnik and Veïernji List attempted to incorporate the new linguistic rules and
words into their journalism, other publications such as Feral Tribune, Novi List
and Jutarnji List tended to write in a vernacular that was far removed from the
official orthography. This meant that the Croatian language put forward by
Jezik was considerably different to the language spoken on the streets. This
problem was exacerbated by the existence of three distinct dialects. Labelled
according to their word for ‘what’, these three dialects are called ‡tokavian,
Kajkavian and Ïakavian. Each is quite different from the other in terms of
lexicography and structure, to the extent that a speaker of one dialect that is not
conversant with the other may find communication with speakers of other
dialects problematic. Furthermore, the dialects are rigid. According to ‡kiljan, a
Ïakavian speaker from Split who lived for many years in the Kajkavian dialect
area around Zagreb would not change dialect over time.44

Geographically, most of Croatia speaks the ‡tokavian dialect, a dialect that
forms the basis of the Croatian standard that was shared with the Serbs and was
spoken throughout Bosnia and Hercegovina. ‡tokavian was spoken in Slavonia,
Kordun (around Gospiç), Lika (Dalmatian interior) and southern Dalmatia, to
Dubrovnik. Within this dialect there are two key variants, which reputedly
emerged in the Middle Ages. These are a western and eastern variant, with the
eastern being closer to the Serbian standard language. The Kajkavian dialect is
perhaps the smallest dialect if judged by geographic area but has many speakers
because it is the dialect spoken in Zagreb and its environs and as far north as
Vara¥din, close to the Hungarian border. The dialect with possibly the most
variance is Ïakavian. This dialect is spoken in Istria, Kvarner (Rijeka), Dalmatia
(Zadar, ‡ibenik and Split) and on most of the Adriatic islands. Istria has its own
particular variant (Ïakavica), as does the Zadar region, which also has an Italian
heritage. The islands also offer an interesting variety of dialects. On the island of
Korïula, for example, each village has its own variant and the difference
between the dialect of the town of Vela Luka (on the western tip of the island)
and the town of Korïula (on the eastern tip) is great. Because the existence of
such well defined and rigidly demarcated dialects also served as a form of
regional identification, there was little discernable weakening in the use of such
dialects, despite the crusade to establish a standard language. Daria Mateljak
Bartulin, former head of the government’s media relations department and
resident of Zagreb, for example, expressed her wish that her young daughter be
brought up to speak the Ïakavian dialect rather than a ‘standard language’.45

However, she also recognised the importance of learning the standard language
as this was central to academic and professional success. This seems to indicate
that there is a disjuncture between the language used in formal and written com-
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munication and the language used for everyday verbal and non-formal commun-
ication. The significance of the differences between the dialects prompted Ivan
Ivas to suggest that if the aim of the new linguistic politics in Croatia was to
devise a language that was completely different from Serbian, a better route
would have been to base the standard on Ïakavian or Kajkavian, which are
considerably different from the ‡tokavian-based dialects spoken by Serbs.46

For many writers, then, language was the primary source of national identi-
fication in the Balkans. The evidence certainly suggests that the HDZ thought so
throughout the 1990s. Building on a tradition of linguistic nationalism that was
a recurrent theme of academic debate during the Yugoslav period, the HDZ
attempted to inculcate a new official language. The first move in doing this was
to determine that Croatian and Serbian were separate languages. Linguists in
Croatia and abroad were divided on whether they were one language or not.
However, the government was insistent that Croatian was a distinct language.
To make the standard language properly Croatian, linguists gathered around
two important institutions and devised dictionaries that emphasised the differ-
ences between Croatian and Serbian. ‘Old’ Croatian words were reintroduced
and some new Croatian words were invented to describe modern phenomena
that had only been previously described in ‘Serbian’. However, there was a
crucial disjuncture between the standard written language and spoken
Croatian. Strong regional dialects meant that in some regions spoken Croatian
and Serbian were very similar, whereas in other areas the dialect was based upon
different sets of rules to those of basic ‡tokavian.

Although ‡kiljan claimed that there was no debate in Croatia about the
future of language, it was possible to see opposition in the 1990s. The first
cleavage, which sparked as much debate outside Croatia as in it, was the question
of whether Croatian and Serbian were different languages. By the end of the 1990s
very few Croats argued that they were the same language. The more contentious
debate, however, concerned what the Croatian language should look like. This
was a debate between purists and anti-purists. Purists wished to see thousands
of words purged from the dictionary while anti-purists did not. According to
Ivas, the public greeted the orthographical work of linguistic nationalists with
shock because new and previously unheard of words began to appear in the
media, in schools and in politicians speeches. An ‘old Croatian’ word that has
not been used for over half a century may as well be a completely foreign word
to those too young to remember it. Ivas defined this sort of language as ‘super-
Croatian’, a language of the elite. This was a language used to prove the pure
Croatian credentials of the speaker. However, it was also a language that was far
removed from that used by most Croats and emphasised the distance that had
emerged between the nationalist ideologues within and close to the HDZ and
the people the party considered to be its constituency. The emphasis on a parti-
cular form of Croatian language produced a reaction. As we saw earlier, the
Istrians promoted their own dialect and Novi List included a weekly section
written in this dialect.
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Education

According to an OSCE report published in 1999 ‘the formative role of the
education system in the maintenance of identity is widely understood’.47 For
modernists like Ernest Gellner a modern education system is an essential part of
the nationalizing process because ‘mass education alone can endow its citizens
with self respect and a sense of identity’.48 According to Anthony Smith, the aim
of a public mass education system is to ‘unify them around certain shared
values, symbols, myths and memories’.49

Immediately prior to 1918 Croatian school textbooks were written in the
spirit of Yugoslavism that derived from the Croatian lllyrianist movement of
the previous century. However, despite this general theme, Charles Jelavich
observed that there was little treatment of the histories and backgrounds of
other Yugoslav peoples and that no detailed knowledge about other nations was
imparted through textbooks. This forced Jelavich to conclude that ‘the
educational system of Serbia and Croatia did not adequately prepare students
for South Slav Union in 1918’.50 After the establishment of the royal dictatorship
in 1929, Croatian textbooks stressed an idealised picture of the three constitu-
ent nations (Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), emphasising their common links and
‘constant desire’ for a unified South Slavic state.51 However, Wolfgang Hopken
noted two key problems with this new Yugoslav education. First, the idealised
portrayal of harmony between the three nations was at odds with the political
reality of post-1929 Yugoslavia. Second, the vision of Yugoslavia contained in
these textbooks was a decidedly Serbian vision. History textbooks focused on
the history of the Serbian royal dynasty, and the history of Yugoslavia was
embedded in the history of the Serbian state.52 In Tito’s Yugoslavia, textbooks
focused on non-national issues in order to avoid marginalising one or other
national group. Thus the Yugoslav identity pursued in the textbooks was a non-
national identity based upon the common struggle of all nations and nation-
alities for self-management socialism against the forces of fascism.53 Ideological
rather than civic unity was promoted, which, according to Wolfgang Hopken,
‘simply produced a set of codes necessary for behaving in conformity with the
existing political system, but nothing like an identification with the system’.54

After the 1974 Yugoslav constitution, education throughout Yugoslavia
began to display nationalist traits at the expense of a Yugoslav orientation.
Croatia, however, was an exception to this trend. Under the education policy
espoused by the hard-line communist ideologue Stipe ‡uvar, Croatian text-
books continued to contain a heavy anti-nationalist stress up to 1990. In 1988,
for example, the proportion of the history curriculum taken up with Croatian
national history was only 12 per cent compared with 37 per cent in Macedonia.55

This prompted widespread fears that national identity was losing the historical
basis that was essential for the historical statehood narrative. In terms of con-
tent, it is interesting to note that Croatian history textbooks in the 1980s did not
make too much distinction between Croats and Usta°a, and although they did
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add tales of atrocities committed by Ïetniks to their stories of Usta°a crimes, the
negative side of the Partisan campaign (particularly the massacres at Bleiburg)
was nowhere to be found in the textbooks.56

After independence, it was soon recognised that the education system
would have to be reformed. Not only should the new education system better
reflect Croatia’s national history, it was also important for the system to incul-
cate a new set of Franjoist values among the young. According to the State
Institute for the Protection of Family, Maternity and Youth, reform of the
education system was important for:

Abandoning the system of education that was monolithic and egalitarian, unsensi-
tive [sic] to individual differences between children and not tolerating versatility of
educational goals and approaches as well as real-life models in families, parents and
their children are now enabled to choose an institution (state, private and religious)
and program (state and alternative) according to talents, preferences and needs57

Education reform was about inculcating post-communist values such as choice
and diversity and escaping the homogenising educational goals prescribed by
the communist regime. It was believed that such an approach to education
would also inculcate Western, liberal values, given that ‘in the course of their
education, children and youth are taught in the spirit of peace, understanding,
tolerance and respect for the natural environment’.58 Moreover, the education
system was described as ‘open, democratic and anticipative. In this sense, it is
becoming ever more compatible with educational systems of European coun-
tries.’59 Thus, in articulating the aims and purposes of the Croatian school
system, the Ministry of Education and Sports insisted that ‘the Croatian school
should be human’, the ‘development of the Croatian school-system should lead
to the creation of identity of the Croatian school’, and ‘the Croatian school
system is based on European cultural values’.60 The inculcation of these values
was converted into the guiding principles for education reform in Croatia in
combination with Croatian national values. The six guiding principles
identified by the Ministry were: Croatisation, which we were told  ‘was neg-
lected in former Yugoslavia’; (re)connection with Croatian educational
tradition; pluralism and democracy; life-long education; the attainment of an
all-embracing and mixed education system; and the development of the
European dimension in education, including education for peace and minority
rights education.61

What is interesting about these guiding principles is that, as we saw with the
portrayal of the economy, ideas of ‘Croatisation’ were linked to ideas of ‘demo-
cracy’, ‘Europeanism’ and ‘humanism’. There was a conscious effort to separate
what was considered to be Croatian and what was considered to be communist.
As such, Branka Baranoviç argued that the impetus for reform was provided by
two ‘ideological determinants’. The first was the need to build a new school
system that could fulfil the role of creating a new nation-state. The second was
the requirement that the school system remove all traces of socialist and
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Yugoslav values in the education of the young. These processes were part of a
wider process labelled ‘re-traditionalisation’.62 Baranoviç argued that the new
education authorities gave themselves the role of promoting a ‘national renewal’
that ‘implied a moral and spiritual renewal of the youth through the promotion
of ethnic cultural values’.63 Baranoviç insisted that the most significant change
to the Croatian curriculum was not the inculcation of European or democratic
values but that ‘ethnic culture entered the school curricula’.64 For example, in
1991 Vjesnik wrote that ‘the story of our country, the beautiful Croatian patri-
otic songs, historic heroes and poetry of old Croatian writers present true
refreshment in teaching language and literature, music, history and the arts’.65

For Baranoviç, the ‘ethnification’ of the school system reflected the more
general ethnification of Croatian society that was deliberately produced by the
HDZ. More generally, Hopken noted that ‘strengthening national identity is
now the unquestioned leading goal in education in all post-Yugoslav republics’
with ‘the new textbooks obviously intend[ing] to demonstrate an entirely
separate past in order to legitimize a separate future’.66

The impact that the national curriculum had on the delivery of education
throughout the country was significant because the system was centralized, with
all pupils following the same curriculum. What was more, the curriculum
specified particular authorised textbooks and deviation away from those books
was not tolerated by the Ministry. This meant that the standard approach taken
by textbooks was the only approach or opinion to which pupils were exposed.
The Ministry closely regulated the content of teaching, as teachers could only
use textbooks specifically authorised by the Ministry. The levels of co-ordination
between ministry, publishers and authors in devising a standard approach was
immense. Even the school book publishing company was owned by the state.67

The Croatian curriculum was mandatory for all schools. National minorities
(including Serbs) were also compelled to follow this curriculum, although they
did have the right to follow it in their own language.68 The Zavod za ‡kolstvo, a
professional pedagogic supervisory board, was abolished and replaced by direct
supervision by the Ministry.69 What Previ°iç described as ‘totalitarian one-
mindedness’ led to the denigration of alternative proposals for curriculum
changes. Opponents of the government’s view were often labelled as ‘Yugo-
nostalgics’ or ‘agents of foreigners’. Previ°iç noted that ‘alternative [educa-
tional] initiatives are too often labelled as “ideologically nostalgic” for the
former regime’.70 The result of this rigidly enforced curriculum was that ‘after
three years, we are not speaking of Croat-centric textbooks, those that have
Croatia in the centre of their attention, but of truly Croatian textbooks. Today
there is almost nothing that would reflect socialism or Yugoslavism in our
textbooks’.71

The education reforms were also enforced through the co-option or coercion
of teachers. The autonomy of schoolteachers diminished greatly in the 1990s.
Headteachers were declared to be ‘government officials of particular social
importance’ and it was mandated that they be appointed by the Ministry and be
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responsible directly to it.72 Headteachers were given much greater power to
regulate and control the work of teachers and the contents of lessons. They were
often appointed because of their affiliation with the HDZ.73 As a result the
quality of teaching deteriorated – something that was not helped by a shrinking
education budget. According to the OSCE, in 1999 only 3.7 per cent of the state
budget was reserved for education. This is a figure well below the 6 per cent
recommended by UNESCO.74 There was no new investment for school build-
ings, recruiting teachers, or improving their meagre salary. This contributed to
overcrowding in urban schools, reducing the number of contact hours between
teachers and pupils.75 Job insecurity among teaching staff also increased
substantially. Teachers were pressured into being ‘ideologically correct’ in their
methods and many who had taught subjects deemed to have a Marxist content
had their positions terminated.76 In 1992 the Ministry demanded that only
Croatian teachers could teach literature courses, although this was retracted in
1994.77 The Ministry wielded direct control over schools in order to maximise
the impact of its new curriculum and ensure that there were no deviations. It
also ensured that there were no deviations in the way that teaching was
delivered by directly appointing and regulating headteachers and giving those
headteachers wide powers to enforce teaching content and style.

The area of the new curriculum that aroused most attention was the
provision for history teaching – an area of particular concern for a government
that wanted to sustain its own interpretation of the historic statehood narrative.
According to the OSCE, new history textbooks focused specifically on Croatia
and the Croats.78 In Croatian history textbooks of the 1990s 57 per cent of the
space was taken up by exclusively Croatian history. This national history was
presented through the history of the Croatian state, its territory and the Croatian
people. Furthermore, nearly half of the sections on Croatia and the Croats
focused on the ‘national suffering’ of the Croats and less than 8 per cent of the
books looked at the histories of other Yugoslav nations. Most tellingly, only 3
per cent of the space in the books analysed talked about similarities between
Croats, Serbs, and Bosnian Muslims, whereas many pages were filled with
stories of ethnic conflict.79 The OSCE found that the new history textbooks con-
tained high levels of intolerance towards other national groups, particularly
towards Serbs. It noted that on many occasions references to Serbs were pre-
ceded with adjectives such as ‘barbarous’, ‘uncivilised’ and ‘brutal’.80 The didactic
centrepiece of new history textbooks was the historical statehood narrative.81

The revisionism in history teaching is best described by looking at how two
recent historical periods were portrayed in textbooks. In Ivo Periç’s textbook
the Second World War period was reinterpreted considerably. We noted earlier
that, in Tito’s time, Croatian textbooks made particular reference to Usta°a
crimes but hardly referred to Partisan crimes. These tendencies were now com-
pletely reversed. In the 1990s Croatian textbooks did not mention Usta°a
atrocities in any detail and viewed the NDH period as a legitimate expression of
the aspiration for Croatian statehood. Whereas the Partisans and Ïetniks were
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accused of orchestrating a planned genocide against the Croats, Usta°a crimes
were portrayed as an ‘understandable reaction’ to prior injustices.82 For example,
Periç wrote that ‘many Croats who were not interested in politics, who were not
Ustashas [sic], but simply Croatian patriots, experienced the formation of the
NDH as the coming of a long-awaited national state’.83 Typical of the national-
isation of history was Periç’s analysis of the Usta°a crimes. Periç distinguished
between the NDH as a manifestation of the will of the Croatian people and the
nature of the Usta°a government. He noted that ‘the Ustasha [sic] prisons were
full of well-known Croatian writers, painters, sculptors, composers, scientists,
priests, educators, athletes’.84 However, his only reference to the mass murder of
Serbs and Jews was to admit that the Usta°a committed genocide against the
Jews and that ‘they also terrorised a part of the Serbian population’.85

Many teachers believed that the quality of historical learning deteriorated
as a result of the new curriculum and textbooks. Many found that the pupil’s
comprehension of Croatian history was impaired without a good appreciation
of world and Yugoslav history.86 Furthermore, it was noted that the curriculum
did not include a historiography section asking why we should study history,
and pupils were not presented with different opinions on historical events.87

History textbooks (by Ivo Periç) only offered historical narrative and only one
perspective on that narrative. There were no references to different historians or
perspectives. Baranoviç suggested that the reason for this may be found in the
Ministry’s own justification for the teaching of history. The new course outline
on the teaching of history produced by the Ministry insisted that history should
be ‘a weapon of political struggle’.88

Changes to the history curriculum were also discernible in the treatment of
the recent past. According to Hopken, a process of ‘de-Yugoslavisation’ was at
work here. The Croatian Yugoslavist and Illyrianist movements were described
as ‘illusionist’ and given considerably less space than they enjoyed prior to the
1990s.89 Ivo Periç’s textbooks portray both Yugoslavias as essentially ‘greater
Serbias’ that caused the continuous suppression of the national rights of the
Croatian people.90

The government responded to many of these criticisms in its reply to the
OSCE report on education mentioned earlier. On the issue of the reinter-
pretation of the Second World War, the Ministry insisted that ‘it is … correct
that the terror of the partisans and communists is described, which is logical
since in the previous regime it was forbidden to write about the suffering of the
Croats in Bleiburg of their Calvary’.91 The reinterpretation of history was thus
legitimised in terms of the one-sided approach to teaching history in the former
Yugoslavia. However, rather than opening up the subject to a plurality of views
and historical opinion or even merely providing the established historical facts
about the Second World War, the new curriculum offered an approach remin-
iscent of the communist approach but with the over-emphasis shifted from the
crimes of the Usta°a to the crimes of the Ïetniks and Partisans. While the Ministry
did not deny that it reinterpreted history in the new curriculum, it did deny that
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other nations were portrayed in an unnecessarily unfavourable light. It argued
that ‘it is entirely untrue that particular nations are satanised and labelled. The
crimes are condemned, as well as the uncivilized and barbaric behaviour of
those who committed them, and that is done with the intention of teaching the
pupils in ethics and morals and to keep an open mind in order to understand
different cultures, through the truthful interpretation of historical events.’92

A second area of the curriculum that was substantially revised was literature.
In the 1990s the literature curriculum was transformed by the introduction of
Croatian writers that were unfamiliar to many people, including professors in
the linguistics faculty at the University of Zagreb.93 The new textbooks did not
contain a single text from Serbian literature. They considered Serbian literature
to be ‘a radical diversion from the century-old school-literary tradition’.94 The
new literature textbooks made it appear ‘as if other nations and peoples do not
even exist’.95 Thus the literature curriculum for the seventh and eighth grades
stated among its tasks and purposes the aims of: ‘[the] development of home-
land feelings and feelings of responsibility to the homeland’, ‘acquaintance with
Croatian cultural heritage’ and the ‘development [of] abilities of comparing the
Croatian and European cultural heritage’.96

In essence, the course was a history of Croatian literature charted chrono-
logically rather than thematically and included nothing from European or any
non-Croatian literature. The most notable absences from the curriculum were
the nineteenth-century Illyrianist poet, Ljudevit Gaj, and the Nobel Prize for
literature winner, Ivo Andriç. In 1831 Gaj wrote the famous nationalist poem
Jo° horvatska nije propala, but presumably his views about forming a South
Slavic union made him inappropriate for inclusion in the literature curriculum.
Although Andriç was born in Travnik, a Bosnian of Croatian parents, his
famous work The Bridge over the Drina, an internationally renowned classic,
primarily portrays relations between Serbs and Bosnian Muslims and pre-
sumably cast neither of them in a negative enough light.97 Andriç’s other works,
such as his Bosnian Chronicle, presented a Bosnian rather than Croatian ‘world
view’ and was thus presumably contrary to the desire to foster the ‘homeland
feelings’ that the course aimed to produce.98

The curriculum began by covering what is generally regarded to have been
the first Croatian book (The Missal). It went on to look at the renaissance
literature of Dubrovnik, with the work of Marko Maruliç and Ivan Gunduliç. It
included an analysis of the writings of the nationalist conspirators Petar Zrinski
and Krsto Frankopan, who were included because of their nationalist role
rather than for the quality of their writings. Although the Illyrian movement
was taught briefly, there was no reference to Gaj or Strossmayer and the only
text that was considered was a piece entitled ‘Croatian fatherland’ by Mihanoviç,
a relatively obscure writer on the fringes of the movement. Of the twentieth-
century writers, only Tin Ujeviç and the famous Miroslav Krle¥a were taught
and the texts of theirs that were used were selected very carefully so as to portray
an appropriate image.99 The re-traditionalisation of the literature curriculum
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meant the exclusion of writers who were not purely Croatian or who did not
portray suitably Croatian themes, and their replacement with obscure writers or
historical figures whose literary endeavours were of little international renown.

A third area of the school curriculum that aroused controversy was reli-
gious education. According to the OSCE, international law demands ‘the liberty
of parents to ensure the religious and moral education of their children’.100 This
right was heavily circumscribed in the former Yugoslavia, since all religious
tuition was banished from schools and disincentives were used to prevent
individuals from taking religious instruction outside. After independence, the
Croatian state moved to ensure that access to religious education was offered to
all school pupils. However, it did not provide a state curriculum on religious
education aimed at teaching pupils about different religions and issues of ethics
and morality. Instead, optional religious education was offered to all pupils and
was provided by the different religious communities themselves. This meant
that the majority of pupils were taught religious education by Catholic nuns.
This in itself created a number of pedagogical problems. How, for example,
could a Catholic nun teach moral issues surrounding abortion in a balanced
way or provide an adequately nuanced account of Islamic theology? The latter
issue was avoided because religious education did not include the teaching of
alternative religions. What is more, while religious education was technically
optional, it was effectively compulsory. No alternatives to religious education
were offered and those who ‘opted out’ were often singled out as being ‘differ-
ent’ from the rest of the class and subjected to abuse from both pupils and
teachers alike. For those following Catholic instruction in religious education,
attendance at Sunday Mass was a compulsory element. This raises the question
of whether the purpose of religious instruction was education or conversion.
The idea that elements of curriculum change owed more to promoting Church
attendance than to promoting education in religious matters could be seen in
the justifications for changes. In 1990 Vjesnik reported that as part of the
cleansing of Marxist ideology from school textbooks it was necessary to ‘free’
them from ‘atheist indoctrination’.101

Processes of ‘Croatisation’ and ‘de-Yugoslavisation’ were thus at work in
the changes to the teaching of history, literature and religious education in
Croatian schools. In the latter two subjects, this involved the process of re-
traditionalisation identified earlier, whereby changes were legitimised by the
claim that they represented a return to previous, truly Croatian, social practices.
Thus the Croatian literary tradition was purged of all non-Croatian elements
and the provision of religious education attempted to emphasise the links
between Catholicism and Croatian national identity. Meanwhile, the teaching
of history persevered with the communist pedagogic tradition of offering a sanitised
account of Croatian history that avoided making young Croats face up to some
of the more unpleasant aspects of their own national history and did not
encourage students to think critically about historical events or to look at them
from different perspectives. The core aims and objectives of history teaching in
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Croatia did not change with the change of regime. All that changed were the core
values that history was used to inculcate – from communism to nationalism.

One centre of opposition to this education regime was the Open Society
Institute (OSI) in Zagreb. Part of George Soros’ East European network, the
OSI ran many projects in areas such as law monitoring, fostering culture and
civil society, and economic reform.102 The education programme aimed to ‘raise
education levels to the best international standards’ through the application of
‘contemporary learning methods’.103 It attempted to promote ‘critical thinking’
and internationalism.104 Other than specific teaching and exchange program-
mes, the OSI tried to foster critical thinking about the provision of education in
Croatia and questioned the curriculum’s aims and objectives. In 1998 it
participated in the international ‘forum for freedom in education’ that allowed
educators in Croatia to work on common problems with colleagues from across
Europe.105 This forum also brought together educators and members of the
opposition parties. The OSI had planned to include the Ministry of Education
in this project but the Ministry refused to participate.106 Another way that the
OSI sought to enhance the quality of education and introduce pupils to
different ideas was through a scheme to donate one computer with an internet
connection to every school in Croatia. However, the Ministry refused to accept
the computers, arguing that the internet would ‘weaken the morality of
children’.107 Furthermore, the Ministry actively discouraged headteachers from
working with OSI, though where headteachers did want to co-operate with the
institute it was often achieved through unofficial means.

As part of the process of ‘de-Yugoslavisation’, the government initially
supported the founding of private and alternative schools as a way of promoting
the pluralism that went hand-in-hand with post-communist politics. However,
by 1993 it had become clear that having alternative schools meant that the
Ministry could not completely regulate the content and style of education. After
1993, therefore, alternative schools were tolerated but the education authorities
refused to co-operate with them. This meant that they had to be entirely self-
funding and could not benefit from any technical assistance from the state. This
threatened the existence of many alternative schools and although many con-
tinued to exist, particularly in Zagreb and Istria where educational innovation
was more notable even in state-run schools, they existed within a hostile
environment.

Although the government claimed that its educational policies enhanced
the ‘morality’ of the young and promoted new post-communist values, social
marginalisation and resultant ‘anti-social behaviour’ increased among the young.
One particular problem was that of psychological disorder, which according to
the State Institute for Motherhood, Family and Youth more than tripled in the
second half of the 1990s.108 While the most obvious cause of this problem was
the psychological effect of the war, particularly among refugees, other problems
that were identified included widespread child abuse, poor living conditions
and low career prospects.109 Although the education system aimed to ‘encourage
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children and youth to adopt a healthy life style’, evidence suggested that smoking,
drug taking and under-age sex increased.110

The education system in Croatia was openly used as a political tool by the
new Croatian state. Continuing the organisational traits of the communist
system, the new curriculum was designed to inculcate a rigid set of values rather
than independent thought. Under the previous regime these were the values of
self-management socialism and ‘brotherhood and unity’, but the new values
were overtly conservative and nationalist, invoking what the Ministry described
as ‘homeland feelings’ and embedding a particular interpretation of the historic
statehood narrative. These new values were the values of Franjoism discussed in
Chapter 4. These processes could be seen in the three curricula considered here.
History was taught as a singular narrative in which Croatia preserved its ancient
statehood and was victimised by other nations. Manifestations of Croatian
fascism and atrocities committed by Croats were removed from textbooks or
explained away as understandable responses to systematic oppression. As with
the previous regime, pupils were not encouraged to think critically or to engage
in historical debate. Similarly, the literature curriculum gave the impression
that the Croats developed separately from the other Yugoslav nations and
shared a literary history with Europe. Not only were all non-Croatian writers
purged from the curriculum, but internationally renowned Croatian writers
whose work was not aligned to the Franjoist cause were removed as well. The
provisions for religious education were self-consciously aimed at reversing the
atheistic trends of communism. Thus the majority Catholic education, which
was provided not by the state but by the Church, aimed at conversion rather
than education and could not properly address secular issues of morality or
citizenship. In this way, Tuœman’s idea that Catholicism was an essential com-
ponent of Croatian identity was actively enforced though the education system.

The education system differed from all the previous studies here by the fact
that opposition was muted. The full power of the state was used to enforce a
particular dominant account of national identity. At the outset, there was little
disagreement about the need to reform the communist education system. The
government manipulated this general consensus more easily than the consensus
on the need for reform of the economy because it was able to regulate virtually
every area of the delivery and content of education. Not only did the state devise
the curriculum according to its own needs and ideas, it also published the
textbooks and regulated the appointment and activities of headteachers, who in
turn had a broad mandate to control individual teachers. Because the state
controlled the education system’s finances there was little room for deviation.
The rhetorical commitment to pluralism was abandoned in 1993, meaning that
alternative schools had to be entirely self-financing and received little or no
support from the state. Moreover, the government refused to co-operate with
organisations such as the OSI, fearing that this may lead to pluralisation and the
introduction of alternative ideas. Rather than creating a new generation of
Croatian nationalists who accepted the Franjoist account of national identity,
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however, the education reforms contributed to alienation. Many people who
worked in this area at the OSI and Institute of Social Research in Zagreb feared
that re-traditionalisation reduced the quality of school education and that the
new leviathan in education would produce a two-tiered society in the future.
On the one hand there would be good Catholic Croats, who read dubious
Croatian literature and could recount the centuries of Croatian suffering, while
believing that talk of Usta°a atrocities was ‘Yugo-nostalgic’. On the other hand,
there would be an army of unemployed and alienated youth.

 The Roman Catholic Church

According to Franjo Tuœman, the Croatian Catholic Church was the only
institution to consistently resist the communist authorities. Tuœman insisted
that by doing so, the Church was responsible for nurturing Croatian national
identity during the dark period of communist rule.111 Many people within the
Church itself shared this view of the relationship between Church and nation.
Friar Ilija ™ivkoviç, Secretary to the Croatian Bishops Conference and head of
the Croatian Catholic radio station, argued that through its very existence the
Church acted as a voice for the nation and helped to perpetuate Croatian
identity, for example by allowing the singing of the Croatian national anthem
during Church services.112 Likewise, Cardinal Kuhariç, head of the Croatian
Church until his death in 1996, argued that the Church should try to secure the
‘freedom to live and to develop its identity and sovereignty in all areas of life:
moral, spiritual, cultural (and) material, finding its expression in statehood’ for
‘its’ people.113 Thus it was often claimed that the Church and the nation directly
overlapped. To justify this claim, the HDZ government tried to co-opt Catho-
licism into Franjoism. Nationalists within the Church welcomed this co-option.
For example, in 1992 the Catholic journal Veritas published an article by Josip
Beljan which declared that ‘the cross of Christ stands next to the Croatian flag,
the Croatian bishop next to the Croatian Minister of State … This was truly
again a real war for the “honoured cross and golden liberty”, for the return of
Christ and liberty to Croatia. The Church is glad for the return of its people
from the twofold slavery – Serbian and communist.’114

However, there was considerable debate within the Church about its
relationship with the HDZ government and a good deal of unease about many
Franjoist policies, especially those perceived to be directed against national
minorities or offering cover for corruption and criminality. While the Church
leadership advocated tolerance and shied away from supporting the HDZ, many
priests – particularly in rural and war-affected parishes – continued to advocate
a combination of hard-line nationalism and conservative Catholicism that was
similar to the President’s views.

Before the formation of the first Yugoslavia there had been a considerable
degree of confrontation between the Catholic Church and the Serbian Orthodox
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Church. The Serbs had rejected Josip Strossmayer’s ecumenical efforts (see
Chapter 3). Moreover, in the nineteenth century the privileges granted by the
Sabor to the Orthodox community in the Vojna Krajina caused a ‘permanent
irritation’ to the Catholic Church, which generally regarded the Orthodox Serbs
as ‘schismatic’.115 Subsequently, the Catholic perception of the whole Yugoslav
project was generally negative. According to a tract produced by the bishops’
conference:

For Catholics, the first Yugoslavia was an inauspicious period, marked by discrimin-
ation against the non-Serbian population. This led to hostilities during the Second
World War involving great bloodshed, with innocent victims of both sides, including
a large number of Catholic priests. The post-war communist regime was antagon-
istic toward the Catholic Church, nationalizing Church property and openly
persecuting members of the Church hierarchy … Bishops, priests and the faithful
were subjected to various humiliations and pressures.116

The same document noted that under communism ‘attempts to impose atheism
on all levels did not wane’.117 Ilija ™ivkoviç offered a similar point of view,
arguing that the Church was persecuted by the communists throughout the
forty-five years of its rule.118 While this is an accurate description of the initial
relationship between Church and state in socialist Yugoslavia, by the 1960s the
situation had changed considerably.119 Stella Alexander noted that in the 1960s
the Vatican adopted a conciliatory line in its diplomacy with the Yugoslavs. By
1966 ‘there was no doubt that better conditions were eventually secured for the
Catholic Church than the Bishops could have obtained in 1960’.120 Similarly,
Sabrina Ramet noted ‘unmistakable signs of a new atmosphere of Church–State
relations’ in the 1960s.121 One of the reasons for this was the regime’s partial
rehabilitation of Archbishop Stepinac after his death. Stepinac’s significance to
nationalists and Catholics in Croatia was reflected at his beatification. Tuœman
commented that the beatification was important for raising the international
profile of Croatian Catholics. He added, ‘Stepinac was a holy man and one of
the wisest Croats during World War II’.122 Any visitor to the cathedral in Zagreb
in 1999 would have duly noted the gargantuan portrait of Stepinac that adorned
the cathedral’s facade.

Milovan Djilas, the Yugoslav dissident who had been Tito’s right-hand man
during the formative years of the communist regime, epitomised the new
openness in the 1960s and 1970s with regard to the Catholic Church when he
admitted that it was not Stepinac’s alleged associations with the Usta°a that had
led to his imprisonment but rather his steadfast refusal to break with the
Vatican and head an independent Yugoslav Catholic Church. According to
Djilas, ‘if he had only proclaimed [the creation of] a Croatian Church, separate
from Rome, we would have raised him to the clouds!’123 Thus although the
Yugoslav state continued to have misgivings about Catholic activities, there was
a discernible easing of tension between Church and state that was not acknow-
ledged by the Church.124
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Around the time of Croatia’s first elections in 1990, the Church found itself
in a difficult position. It had to defend both itself and its Croatian flock from
concerted attack from Belgrade. Efforts by the Croatian communists to con-
tinue appeasing the Serbian Orthodox Church were seen as a direct affront by
Croatian Catholics. For example, in 1989 the Croatian government paid for the
renovation of an Orthodox monastery in Knin, while refusing to given any
financial aid for similar schemes involving Catholic churches.125 In 1991 Croatian
Serb Orthodox bishops refused to condemn the Serbian attack on Croatia and its
accompanying ethnic cleansing. One bishop actually saluted the Serb action.126

The Church faced two principle issues at this time. On the one hand it was
incumbent on it to defend itself and the Croatian people against the hostile
chauvinist propaganda emanating from Belgrade, while on the other hand it
was taking an increased political role in defence of Croatia’s right to self-
determination. In 1989 Cardinal Kuhariç issued a warning about the ‘destruc-
tive behaviour of the Serbian leadership’, which he insisted was aimed at
abolishing the ‘natural and historical right’ Croatian right to sovereignty.127 The
Church attempted to address these issues in two ways. First, it highlighted the
poor human rights conditions in Kosovo and openly supported Kosovar
Albanian demands for greater autonomy.128 Second, and somewhat contro-
versially, the Church sought to respond directly to anti-Croatian propaganda,
much of which focused on Usta°a crimes in the Second World War. The weekly
Catholic newspaper, Glas Koncila (Catholic Voice) ran a series of articles in
March 1990 that used archival material to show the extent of collaboration
between the Serbian Orthodox Church and the Nazi puppet regime in Serbia.129

Tuœman’s HDZ was the Church’s preferred party in the 1990 election.
According to Ilija ™ivkoviç, the tacit support that Cardinal Kuhariç offered to
the HDZ was based on his belief that the HDZ was a movement of the Croatian
people that would seek to improve democracy and lift the shackles of com-
munist rule, thus freeing the Church.130 Although it supported the creation of
the nationalist-based HDZ and many members of the clergy agitated in favour
of the party or sought election as HDZ representatives, the Church hierarchy
never openly supported the HDZ and often baulked at Franjoist rhetoric
regarding the relationship between Catholicism and nationalism. This early
support for the HDZ was not surprising, given the antagonistic relationship
between the Church and a Yugoslav state that had often accused it of ‘clerical-
fascism’.131 Both Powers and Ramet suggested that the Church’s enthusiasm for
the HDZ was based on instrumental concerns rather than ideological affiliation.
Upon independence, the Church moved swiftly to persuade the new govern-
ment to return Church property confiscated by the communists and to promote
religious education in state schools. Furthermore, as Ramet pointed out, although
Kuhariç voiced his opinions about political issues such as the proposed
confederalisation of Yugoslavia, ‘Church elders warned clergy not to become
involved in partisan politics’.132 In particular, there was a major cleavage about
the appropriate relationship between the nation and the Church. While Tuœman
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believed the Catholic Church to be a Croatian Church, the Vatican understood
itself as a global Church that was as concerned for non-Croats as it was for Croats.

The role of the Catholic Church in the wars in Croatia and Bosnia and
Hercegovina attracted a great deal of attention. Paul Mojzes described the wars
as ‘ethnoreligious’ in character and was adamant that the Church contributed
to the spiral of violence by propagating ethnic Croatian exclusivism.133 He
concluded that ‘the Church leadership, together with Franjo Tudjman [sic],
made provocative and foolish moves. They pushed their agenda with no regard
of the consequences of their behaviour and certainly have to be seen as being
among the culprits for the war.’134 Similarly, Srdjan Vrcan, a Croatian socio-
logist, argued that the Catholic Church should be blamed for presenting the
political, social and national conflicts in the former Yugoslavia ‘as centuries-
long conflicts between essentially opposed human types, types of cultures and
civilisations’.135 Moreover, he argued that the Church was guilty of portraying
the Croats as ‘quasi-immaculate’ while portraying Serbs as ‘the incarnation of
evil’. These two positions are a little unfair. Clearly, some priests did articulate
such views, which had an open resonance with the language used by Tuœman.
However, although Kuhariç tacitly supported the HDZ in the run-up to the
1990 election, the Catholic leadership did not call on Catholics to vote for them.
Furthermore, the Catholic leadership criticised Croatian ethnic nationalism
and war atrocities committed by Croats, and Kuhariç steadfastly refused to
demonise the Serbs. Finally, on several occasions Catholic prelates denied that
the war could be legitimately described as a religious war.136

Whatever the role of the Church in supporting Tuœman and propagating
the war, there can be little doubt that the JNA and Serbian militias system-
atically targeted the Church once the war started. According to the Church, one
of the reasons for this was precisely because the Serbs did see the war as a
religious or holy war. This was because the Serbian Orthodox Church had stood
shoulder-to-shoulder with Milo°eviç. As Bo¥idar Javoroviç put it, the Orthodox
Church was guilty of ‘transforming religious ceremonies into great political and
national meetings that were completely compatible with Milo°eviç’s meetings
and populist movement’.137 Sabrina Ramet described the destruction of Catholic
churches in Croatia by Serbian forces as ‘nothing short of catastrophic’.138 As
early as March 1992, she noted, 117 Catholic sacral objects in the Franciscan
Province of Split had been destroyed or seriously damaged. By June 1994,
around 40 per cent of churches in occupied Croatia had been destroyed or
damaged and in 1995 the Church provided detailed evidence that 1,426
Catholic churches in Croatia had been badly damaged or destroyed.139 Ramet
goes on to contrast this with the fact that in October 1995 it was found that of
the 121 Serbian Orthodox churches that were in the so-called Krajina region
that was occupied by the Serbs between 1991 and 1995 before the war, only five
had been destroyed or badly damaged, ‘graphically revealing that the destruc-
tion of Catholic churches was the result of premeditated and systematic policy,
rather than the random outcome of battles and field action’.140 The attitude of
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the Church leadership to the war can be summed up by considering Kuhariç’s
response to Operation Storm, in which the Croatian Army reclaimed the so-
called Serbian Krajina. Immediately after the operation, Kuhariç concluded
that fleeing Serbs had left at the instigation of their own civil and ecclesiastical
leaders. He declared:

The fact is that Croatia liberated its territory so that 117,000 expelled Catholic
Croats could return. But it is also a fact that the Croatian government did not want
the Croatian citizens of Serb nationality to leave their homes. An appeal by the
president of the republic to the citizens of Serb nationality, guaranteeing them all
rights, freedoms and security and asking them not to leave their homes, was repeated
continually. However, I very much regret that people left despite all guarantees.141

By October 1995, however, once reports of looting, burning of houses and
murders committed by the Croatian Army had been made public, Kuhariç used
an open-air Mass for 3,500 soldiers and officers to condemn the killing of Serb
civilians and other crimes committed by Croatian forces.142

The Church orchestrated humanitarian assistance during the war. The
Croatian Caritas charity launched a series of major disaster-relief projects that
included housing projects for displaced people and the provision of food aid
and healthcare assistance. Caritas sponsored 13,000 children in the region and
offered financial assistance for the reconstruction of houses for returnees.143 In a
separate project, Catholics in the USA worked with their brethren in Croatia to
put together a team of cardiac surgeons who practised in Croatia during the war.144

The Catholic Church was placed in a difficult position by the war. As
representatives of an internationalist church, the leadership in Croatia hoped to
avoid supporting ethnic exclusivism, but this position became increasingly
problematic as the Church itself became a direct target for Serbian attack.
Furthermore, many among the clergy (particularly in rural areas) combined
conservative Catholicism with Franjoist nationalism. This alliance was mani-
fested in the anti-abortion campaign that was spearheaded by the Church and
received considerable backing from the HDZ. The Catholic Church began its
anti-abortion campaign in 1987, noting the decline of the birth rate in the
predominantly Catholic republics of Croatia and Slovenia as opposed to the
other Yugoslav republics. The bishops in Slovenia, for example, noted that the
increase of abortions provided evidence of a general ‘demoralisation’ in society.145

The campaign was taken up more rigorously by Tuœman in 1994 when he gave
the Ministry of Development and Reconstruction the task of promoting
demographic growth and called upon the government to halt the increasing
numbers of abortions in Croatia, steps that he claimed were necessary to avoid
‘the Croatian people facing extinction’.146 This campaign was supported by con-
servative women’s patriotic groups, which converged around the State Institute
for the Protection of Motherhood, Family and Children. These organisations
included the Croatian Population Movement and Hrvatska ™ena (Croatian
women). Such groups were supported by priests such as Don Anto Bakoviç.
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Bakoviç argued that ‘in terms of abortion we still live in Serbo-communism’.147

A founding member of the Croatian Population Movement, Bakoviç proposed
the stigmatisation of childless couples, the abolition of abortion, the prevention
of young women of child-bearing age from emigrating, and the promotion of
the concept of the four-child family.148 Here again, therefore, we see that
although there appeared to be unity of thought between conservative Catholics
and the HDZ, this did not produce the sort the alliance between the HDZ and
the Church for which Tuœman hoped.

The failure of the HDZ fully to co-opt Catholicism into its national narra-
tive was starkly demonstrated during the first papal visit to Croatia in 1994. The
Pope had originally planned to visit Belgrade and Sarajevo as well as Zagreb, but
the Serbian authorities refused to allow the visit to go ahead and the UN in
Bosnia and Hercegovina refused to guarantee the Pope’s security. As such, a
visit that was initially meant to be a peace mission to the Balkans became a papal
visit to Croatia.149 The Pope began by praising the controversial Stepinac and
spoke of the tragedy inflicted upon the cities of Vukovar, Dubrovnik and Zadar
by the besieging Serb forces. However, he also set himself and the Croatian
Catholic Church against the policies espoused by Tuœman and the HDZ, in
particular their support for the Bosnian Croats engaged in fighting the Bosnian
Muslims. The Pope warned the government against trying to use Catholicism
for its own narrowly nationalist ends. In perfect Croatian he warned against ‘the
risk of idolising a nation, a race, [or] a party, and justifying in their name hatred,
discrimination and violence’.150 He urged Croatian Catholics to refrain from acts
of vengeance, calling on them to ‘become apostles [of] a new concord between
peoples’.151 Finally, the Pope condemned the Serb aggression against Croatia but
offered the ‘kiss of peace’ to leaders of the Serbian Orthodox Church.152

There can be little doubting the significance of this papal address, which was
given to an audience of up to one million people in Zagreb. The Pope openly
criticised the government and warned against the central tenet of HDZ nation-
alism: the positioning of the Croatian nation at the heart of politics. This was
reinforced by his oft-proclaimed desire to visit besieged Sarajevo and by his
promotion of Vinko Puljiç, head of the Church in Sarajevo, to the College of
Cardinals.153 Puljiç was an outspoken critic of the HDZ in Bosnia and Herce-
govina, who had denounced the formation of the so-called Croatian republic of
Herceg-Bosna, called for multicultural tolerance, and supported peace and co-
operation between Croats and Muslims throughout Bosnia and Hercegovina.

The Pope’s visit also acted as a catalyst for ecumenical activity in Croatia. In
December 1994 Serbian Orthodox services were performed in Zagreb for the
first time since the beginning of the war and in 1995 Zagreb Cathedral began
making regular use of the ‘ecumenical prayer’ during its services. In 1997
Cardinal Kuhariç’s successor, Archbishop Bo¥aniç, instigated regular ecumen-
ical meetings between himself and the head of the Orthodox Church in Croatia,
Metropolitan Jovan.154 The papal visit in 1994 therefore helped to expose the
distance between the Church and the HDZ. That distance increased after 1994,
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so much so that the Church began to criticise the government’s domestic
policies as well as its contribution to the Bosnian conflict.

The subsequent positions taken by the Church on social issues emphasised
the growing divide between the HDZ and the Catholic hierarchy. Immediately
after the papal visit, Cardinal Kuhariç stated that ‘if all those in authority had
listened to him [the Pope], each in his place … we would have a far better
reputation in the world, a clear conscience and clean hands. As it is, we have
only demeaned ourselves’.155 Jure Kristo suggested that this conflict was bound
to occur sooner or later because of the Church’s pronounced support for
democracy and human rights – beliefs not fully shared by the ruling party.
Kristo argued that as early as 1990 the most prominent Catholic publication,
Glas Koncila, was frequently educating its readership in how ‘democracy is the
highest degree of the Gospel’s application in social and state life’.156 While this
early pro-democracy stance can be largely attributed to the Church’s strategic
interest in seeing the demise of communism, Kristo noted that the Bishops
Commission also spoke in favour of pluralistic democracy and warned about
the danger of the ‘reappearance of fear-inducing methods’ utilised by the com-
munists. Furthermore, in a passage that constituted a direct challenge to the
basic assumptions of Franjoism, the Commission demanded that political parties
‘avoid assuming the exclusive right to interpret recent Croat history’.157

The extent of the conflict between the Church and the HDZ can be seen by
looking at the former’s response to Operation Storm in 1995, noted earlier. A
sermon given by Cardinal Kuhariç at the time challenged the Franjoist view of
the Serbian ‘other’. Kuhariç asked Croats to do as he did: ‘if the opponent burns
my house, I will guard his. If he demolishes my church, I will protect his. And if
he kills my father, I will safeguard the life of his father.’158 Following a confer-
ence on ‘the Church, democracy and general welfare in Croatia’ in 1995, the
director of the Croatian Catholic Information Agency, ™ivko Kustiç, declared
that ‘some Croatian nationalists had embraced a form of Nazism’. He con-
tinued, ‘in a bar in Zagreb I saw a sign reading “no admittance to Serbs”. This is
a stab into the heart of democracy … in Croatia there are even official
newspapers of neo-fascist and neo-Nazi parties with the following motto below
their names: “damned be Serbs, Muslims and Jews, wherever they are”.’156

Archbishop Josip Bo¥aniç, used his Christmas address to the nation in 1998
to denounce the ‘sinful practices’ of the government, focusing in particular on
corruption.160 A similar message was given at Tuœman’s funeral on 13 December
1999 when Bo¥aniç told an estimated 100,00 mourners that ‘he [Tuœman] will
enter history as one of the great creators. For all the good Tudjman [sic] did …
we express our deep gratitude and let god be his reward’, but continued ‘for
those things that were less worthy and sinful, let them be forgiven’.161 Thus the
Church hierarchy tried to distance itself from Franjoism.

Although the Church hierarchy moved against the HDZ government, the
Franjoist association of Church and party remained strong in many rural parishes.
The Church was deeply divided between a liberal-minded urban leadership and
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conservative-nationalist rural priests and followers who mobilised behind the
HDZ’s most conservative elements in movements such as the anti-abortion
campaign.162 The extent of the division within the Catholic Church in Croatia
can be seen in responses to the alleged appearance of an apparition of the Virgin
Mary in the Bosnian village of Meœugorje. The apparitions began at precisely
the time when the Bishopric of Mostar was attempting to assert its authority
over the Franciscans who ran many parishes in that area. The Virgin Mary
appeared to youngsters that were being taught by the Franciscans, forcing the
Catholic authorities to abandon their efforts to exert control over them. Sub-
sequently, the Catholic authorities in Zagreb and Sarajevo unsuccessfully
attempted to debunk the apparition claims. Meœugorje became a major site for
Christian pilgrimage and the Franciscans retained their status in both Bosnia
and Hercegovina and Croatia.163 This episode reveals that schisms within the
Catholic Church in former Yugoslavia were extensive and deeply felt – extend-
ing beyond the realm of nationalist politics into the metaphysical realm of faith
and Christian belief.

The Croatian Catholic Church played a vital role in redefining Croatian
national identity in the 1990s, but not necessarily the role prescribed for it by
the HDZ. During the communist period, the Catholic Church was a symbol of
Croatian national identity. It was perceived by nationalists and others as a
defining characteristic of national identity. Furthermore, the suffering of the
Church under a state that sought to crush it (or at least to force it to sever its
links with the Vatican) was seen as emblematic of the wider suffering of the
Croatian people. Stepinac’s ‘martyrdom’ fulfilled this function particularly
well. Because the Church had had its properties seized and activities curtailed by
Tito’s regime, it was a keen supporter of democratisation and saw the HDZ as
an anti-communist movement. However, it is important to note that while
conservative-minded priests openly advocated support for the HDZ and many
joined its ranks, the Church leadership never specifically identified itself with
Tuœman and indeed spoke out in favour of pluralism and against mono-ethnic
politics. The HDZ believed itself to be the party of the Church and Tuœman
accorded the Church a leading national role. However, the role of the Croatian
government in the Croat–Muslim war that erupted in 1993 caused the Church
hierarchy in Zagreb, in tandem with the Catholic Church in Sarajevo, to con-
demn violent manifestations of Croatian nationalism. This anti-government
stance was supported by the Pope’s visit to Zagreb in 1994. After 1994 the
Church went on to criticise Operation Storm, the government’s poor record on
human rights, and corruption. It even aired its views at Tuœman’s funeral.

Many writers on the Croat–Serb war insisted that religious affiliation was
crucial to this ‘ethnic war’. Paul Mojzes, for example, described the war as an
‘ethnoreligious war’. Similarly, Michael Ignatieff argued that ‘Croats’ explained
that ‘the root cause of the bloodshed in the Balkans is that they are “essentially”
Catholic … while Serbs are “essentially” Orthodox’.164 Other than being based
on the conceit that the war was essentially ‘ethnic’ rather than ‘political’ – a
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conceit ably exposed by David Campbell165 with regards to Bosnia – this reading
was based on a Franjoist understanding of the Church. When Ignatieff used the
word ‘Croat’ he meant Tuœman, the HDZ and its supporters. The leadership of
the Catholic Church in Croatia did not concur with Ignatieff’s view. While
supporting the idea of an independent Croatian state free from communism,
the Church actively spoke out against the abuses connected with a narrow
Franjoist understanding of national identity. What was particularly interesting
about the position taken by the Church leadership was that it frequently invoked
conceptions of national identity in order to rebuke the government. The HDZ
was accused of bringing shame upon the Croatian nation and by implication of
being anti-Croatian because of the policies that it developed to support its
narrative of national identity. As a global institution, the Church could not be a
national Church. There was therefore a major disjuncture between the
internationalist vision of the Catholic Church and the centrality of the Croatian
nation for the HDZ. This meant that, as with the Istrian regionalists, elements
within the Catholic Church articulated alternative visions of Croatian national
identity. However, splits within the Church meant that this was a far from
coherent or structured vision.

 The nation and social practice

The previous two chapters have identified six areas of social life where there
were daily contests about the meaning of Croatian national identity. These six
‘snapshots’ offer several insights into understandings of Croatian national
identity in the 1990s. We can discern five recurrent themes. These five themes,
which are discussed in greater length in the concluding chapter are: Franjoism
as a ‘nationalising nationalism’, re-traditionalisation and ruralisation, diverse
sources of opposition, diffuse grounds for opposition, and overlapping and
competing identities.

In Chapter 4, opposition to the Franjoist narrative of national identity was
identified as emerging from liberal or social democratic political roots and from
dissident academics often educated in the West. What these chapters have
shown, however, is that opposition arose from many sources and was em-
bedded in social practice. This opposition was not always coherent. Coherence
was increased when specific social groups were attacked by Franjoism and
organised themselves in response. This was particularly true of the Istrian
regionalists and the Bad Blue Boys. In most cases, though, opposition was
disparate, disorganised and incoherent. For example, linguists who were united
in their opposition to Franjoist language policies, such as Dubravko ‡kiljan and
Ivan Ivas, did not agree on the grounds of their opposition. Furthermore,
conceptions of national identity that ran contrary to Franjoism emerged from
vastly different roots. Istrian regionalists drew upon the European liberal
tradition, trades unionists drew upon social democratic traditions and occasion-
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ally on the principle of social equality that underpinned Titoist economics, and
the Bad Blue Boys drew upon their own brand of Croatian nationalism. While it
was possible to predict from the earlier chapters that the HDZ would come into
conflict with liberal internationalist organisations such as George Soros’ OSI,
the pattern of government narrative and liberal counter-narrative was not
followed across the six areas. While overtly liberal orientations could be dis-
cerned in the studies of regionalism and education, when we looked at football
and the Church counter-narratives emerged from other forms of nationalism
and Christian theology. These patterns of opposition were sharpened by the
responses of the different groups to the war. Thus the HDZ often attacked
liberals and regionalists for being unpatriotic and questioned their contribution
to the homeland war. It portrayed their national narratives as dangerous
deviations that could threaten the continued existence of independent Croatia.
This accusation was clearly more problematic when directed towards the Bad
Blue Boys and the Catholic Church than it was when directed against liberal
intellectuals, because both paid a heavy price in the war.

Although the HDZ utilised the full power of the state to mobilise its own
view of national identity, it failed to secure Tuœman’s dream of a unified and
homogenous Croatian polity. Not only was national identity continually re-
interpreted through social practice, there was not even agreement on what
Croatian nationalism should mean. Different groups and individuals used
different traditions at different times, sometimes combining a Franjoist under-
standing of Croatian state-right with a liberal understanding of what that state
should mean, as in the case of the Bad Blue Boys. All this is to suggest, as Paul
James does, that it is not possible to reduce processes of nation formation to a
single level of social abstraction or core instrumental element.
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